 self-complacency, in 
Those persons who study antiquities, or the relics of men of former times, may be divided into two classes. The first class consists of mere pickers of curiosities, and these are led to that pursuit for the sake only of a certain agreeable sensation which is produced in us by the sight of that which is new or strange.
This sort of mental titillation is much affected by persons whose lives are otherwise monotonous or tedious; when the sudden acquisition of a rare or curious object relieves them from that pressure, and produces a gentle and harmless kind of excitement. It is thus that many town ladies take pleasure in collecting curious china and bricabrac, as others will seek for strange birds or dogs ; while country gentlemen, also for want of a better ambitioil, will come little short of them in busying themselves about uncouth trifles. There is, on the other hand, a class of persons who study antiquities for the gratification of a fine taste, or for the better understanding of the history of the human race, both of which purposes find an ample justification in the advancement of liberal culture. To become familiar with the thoughts and works of men who lived under conditions which widely differed from our own, is a most wholesome exercise; and the absence of such familiarity, and of that kind of imaginative sympathy which grows upon it, often results in narrowness enlarging the mind, and in giving generosity and elevation to the feelings. As we read the works of that literature we gradually familiarize ourselves with the acts and the speculations of two principal nations which flourished in times long past, and the richness and variety of which were developed under conditions of climate and society which are well contrasted with those of more northern nations. Thence, beyond the genius with which we are daily infected, we receive into our minds new orders of thought, and are led to admire other conceptions than our own.
For those, moreover, who take pleasure in tracing the growth and travail of the human mind, there is found in a survey of the past, a large picture, as it were, of that development which also finds its place in the lives of individuals; and the one may, after some sort, find its illustration in the other.
We learn, then, as it appears, both directly and indirectly, from the ancients. We find in them an infinite nobility of sentiment, a keen and delicate wit, and a certain grandeur of passion, which are of immediate necessity for us, who often lack these qualities.
We [Jan. And, indeed, 
